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Online Backup: One Horror Story, Thousands of Successes
Posted March 27th, 2009 by Joe Panettieri
Eric Webster at Intronis Technologies sent me a storage horror story, involving a
service provider that lost the backups of more than 7,500 customers. Now, the same
story is making headlines across the blogosphere. Here’s a look at the details, plus
the implications for managed service providers.
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Basically, Carbonite has filed suit against its disk array manufacturer because of a
system failure that sent 7,500 customer backups down the drain. The Boston Globe
offered some initial coverage, then the buzz spread to Boston.com and
ComputerWorld.
Essentially, the Carbonite story has gone global. Imagine if that was your company. And imagine if one disaster
made headlines across the globe.
Webster from Intronis doesn’t pull any punches when he analyzes Carbonite’s setback:
“It is interesting a company would blame this type of catastrophic event on hardware failures, when
this particular online backup vendor made a conscious decision to purchase cheap hardware to protect
their customers’ critical data.”
I’ve got a call into Carbonite for their perspective. In the meantime, Carbonite’s attorney is on record with
Boston.com, stating that Promise Technology’s system “didn’t perform to the specifications that were
represented.” In that same Boston.com article, a Promise VP said their was no merit to the allegations.

Lessons Learned
On the one hand, Carbonite’s setback is an opportunity for MSPs to step forward and tell customers why their
managed storage solutions are rock-solid and trustworthy. But on the other hand, the Carbonite story could spin
out of control and the mainstream media may wind up questioning online storage, software as a service, cloud
services, etc.
Let’s keep things in perspective. Customers and the media do have to ask the hard questions when it comes to
protecting customer data. During phone conversations and email exchanges this week, I’ve heard similar advice
from Datacastle, Intronis and other online storage specialists. For instance, customers should make sure their
managed storage providers:
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Maintain two copies of customer data
Backup customer data in two redundant data centers — located in different geographies
Truly understand and leverage encryption
Adhere to government compliance mandates
Got more tips? Share them in the comment area below.

Storage: Everybody Does It?
Hundreds of managed storage companies and data protection companies compete in this market. From A to Z —
Axcient to Zetta — new online storage companies are launching all the time. A polite reminder: It’s not possible
for MSPmentor to call or email hundreds of sources for a single blog post, nor do we promise to call our sponsors
for a story involving their target market.
We move fast. We blog fast. We drink coffee fast. We keep our comment area open to everyone. That’s right:
Everyone is allowed to have a voice on MSPmentor. And if you think our coverage misses the mark, call me (631423-3536) or post a comment. We can take the heat.
MSPmentor is updated multiple times daily. Don’t miss a single post. Subscribe to our Enewsletter, RSS and
Twitter feeds.
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Zetta Cloud Storage Goes Live
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9 Comments on “Online Backup: One Horror Story, Thousands of Successes”
1. toddsw Says:
March 27th, 2009 at 9:34 am
Fully test the recovery options the provider offers before you buy.
2. Rich Forsen Says:
March 27th, 2009 at 1:37 pm
Joe, all I can say is “WOW”. As a provider of online storage solutions to the SMB market (actually
including Intronis, starting in April!) we always encourage our VARs that the value is as much the oversight
and testing of the solutions as it is the providing of it. Questions that should be asked certainly right up front
include who backs up the backup? Are their data centers completely mirrored? Also, using a hybrid solution
like Kaseya and Zenith do for their BUDR systems where there’s an onsite component and an offsite
component contribute to better piece of mind for everyone concerned. Bottom line – make sure it’s centrally
managed and reported and that you can easily test every once in awhile and make sure the backups are
always in more than one place!
3. Lori Salow Marshall Says:
March 27th, 2009 at 9:04 pm
Agree with the comments. Data that is backed up in the context of a service offering has to be treated as if it
were the only instance of that data – with the requisite system redundancies that never allow a single point
of failure. Hardware will fail – simple as that. Sound operational procedures, central policy management
and process implementation (with the support of solid software) ensures safety of one’s data. I find the
concept of suing a hardware vendor for a failure somewhat oxymoronic…
4. Joe Panettieri Says:
March 28th, 2009 at 5:20 am
I’m not a backup expert, but I also wonder if accreditation and standards like SAS 70 enter the picture here.
Are there specific “standards” (whether certification or accreditation) that backup providers need to adhere
to in order to avoid (or mitigate) a horror story?
5. Rob Steenwyk Says:
March 30th, 2009 at 7:32 pm
Interesting story, but it looks like it isn’t quite as serious as what the Boston Globe said. See this post from
the CEO of Carbonite, http://carbonite.com/blog/post/2009/03/A-Sad-Commentary-on-WebJournalism.aspx
Basically, this happened over a year ago and they *only* lost 54 clients data. Obviously, egg on Carbonites
face, but not nearly as bad as 7500.
6. Joe Panettieri Says:
March 30th, 2009 at 8:25 pm

Rob: Thank you for offering the update. And good to see Carbonite on record with their own blog post
sharing the facts. The Carbonite folks were kind enough to call me Friday night but I missed the original
voicemail and have since been traveling. I owe them a return call to see if there are any other
updates/clarifications.
7. Katie Braband Says:
March 31st, 2009 at 9:12 am
Some great tips on keeping customers’ data safe. Datto solutions have all bases covered, providing on-site
storage in addition to off-site at two remote, redundant data centers (located in California and Connecticut).
Easy, affordable, and an attractive reseller program. Check us out and feel free to email me.
kbraband@dattobackup.com
http://www.dattobackup.com
8. Sumo Backup Says:
March 31st, 2009 at 10:56 am
We had a lot of people who were concerned about storing their data in the cloud. So we created a feature
that would allow our online backup software to simultaneously create local AND remote copies of the
backups. Just as an added layer of comfort.
9. David Dempsey Says:
March 31st, 2009 at 3:29 pm
I agree with the comment that managing the process of data backup and disaster recovery is as important if
not more important than the actual system in place. This is also the most challenging aspect of offering your
own data backup service. It is when small business people understand this that they begin to understand the
value of a managed backup service.
David Dempsey
Managed Data
http://www.managed-data.com
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